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Student government is vital 
Issues must be dealt with

-fHeiee’s an Euecrtou
- you Voting?

THINK So.

Mat AZÈh
77/e issues?

The importance of this coming week’s 
election is wholly dependent on how im
portant the student body wishes to make it 

The irony of past CYSF elections lies in 
the self-fulfilling prophecy of disinterest. 
Convinced that their council was valueless, 
students guaranteed this by failing to 
provide a proper mandate for this body 

This disintegrating oscillation seems to 
have been the pattern for the last elections, 
a pattern that should be interrupted this

examples of what the student body must be 
willing to fight and what they must fight 
tor: a decent education in exchange for in
creased tuition.

The bureaucratic structure and its failure 
to pay just attention to student needs is 
another issue that the new council must be 
prepared to challenge. Although university 
budgets are determined by provincial 
authority, the power to designate where 
cuts will be made remains with the univer
sity administration. Students, as those who 
pay the piper, must have some say in deter
mining the tune.

The Versafood situation remains a thorn 
m most students’ sides, particularly those 
in residence whose mandatory purchase of 
scrip makes them a captive market for food 
lacking both in quality and economy. The 
Fanure of student members appointed to 
the Hood Services Committee even to at
tend meetings, heightens the need for the
t*eW t°UnC^ *° 3C* *n *be comrnunity’s in-
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No student can complain of a lack of 

issues. Most of the candidates have ex
pressed similar concerns with campus 
problems that must be dealt with. The role 
of CYSF should be an important one and 

be. but only if its representatives are 
responsible to more than a handfull of 
voters.
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i cAZBoth in their literature and in interviews, 
the candidates for election have vocalized 
their concern over problems that are com
mon knowledge to most York students- so
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A co-ordinated CYSF, with a president Serv,ce’ student daycare and
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the real needs of York’s student communi
ty.

The issues exist, problems whose nature 
demands a combined student voice and ef-
to rame to*grips with these difficulties*'the ,, i.'!.:l presldentlal election with eight can-
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vice at Christmas; all seem to demonstrate 
that responsible activism can be successful 
in achieving student needs.

Mr. Ritch, in combination with an able 
counci ! should be able to demonstrate that 
< YSH deserves student attention, in fact 
merits it.

Bitch or not, students cannot afford to ig
nore the upcoming election. The issues are 
too important. If CYSF continues to fail as 
a body, the electorate 
responsibility.
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Radio York must prove itself worthy
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In addition, Radio York’s proposed budget 
calls for capital expenditures of $31,000, for 
transmission equipment to set up the FM 
operation.

But aside from the question of money, does 
^Jork realIy deserve the chance to go 

M. Have they proven themselves a suf
ficiently viable alternative to the other FM 
sources in Toronto?

Frankly, the answer is no. Consider how 
many times you have listened to Radio York’s 
multitude of speakers on campus and felt 

- - mmpted.to sit down and continue to-listen.

Brian Milner 

Michael Forman

S. Jennifer Hunter 
Michael Hollett learn a craft, although there are insufficient 

positions to accommodate more than about 20 
students. And for all its inconsistencies in 
programming, some of its efforts, particularly 
its sponsorship of a York playwriting contest 
are most commendable.

But why rush the FM licence? Why not 
spend a year working up a level of program
ming which a student 
without wincing?

Radio York has not shown itself ready for 
an FM licence, and has not earned the trust it 
is asking for. In the meantime, appeals for ex
tra funds from CYSF should be

Editorial ass’t
Bonnie Sandison 

Entertainment editor
Warren Clements

Photo editor any
C.T. Sguassero

Graphics
Peter M. Hsu listen to constantlycanCUP editor

Rosemary McCracken over
measure”. Can we take the statio^’swoJdthat 
the situation will improve?)

Radio York has grand plans for the future 
including “more Bearpit sessions” (rabid and 
non-rabid) and the instigation of BA credit 
courses, an offer as yet untouched by any 
pm .department. But they have been after an 
HM licence for three years; why, we might 
reasonably ask, haven’t they yet emerged with 
a standard of programming which doesn’t 
leave them stammering for rationalizations 
whenever they are questioned on their broad
casts quality?

Radio York is a good place for students to

Sports editor
Rick Spence

Staff at large — Peter Matilainen 
Agnes Kruchio, Sol Candel, Alan 
Risen, Vince Dorval, Chris Gates 
Judith Nefsky, Robin Endres, Ron 
Rosenthal, Shelley Rabinovitch 
Dynamite Ç. Strange, J. 
Beltrame, Norma Yeomanson, 
Julie Buck, Sue Cooper, Dale Ritch 
Mike Distaulo. Mira FriedlanddT 
Ed Piwowarczyk, Steve Main, Colan 
Inglis, Honey Fisher, J. g m. Fal
coner, Michael Barris. Godfrey 
Jordan, Kevin Richer, Richard 

\Gould, Garfield Payne, Jim Omura. ) 
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answered
commensurate with their plans and their per-
thrn^1Cv’ and any alternative proposals to 
the FM licence should be heard with an open

w.
Radio York has been described in the past 

as an “expensive toy”. It is more than that of 
course. But how much more?

Excalibur would suggest that, to avoid get- 
ing a more expensive toy, students turn down 
he station’s premature bid for what amounts 

to a risky gamble with over $100,000 of their 
money.? ' *■'■•?*<! \c WAffV ;e.\ r.’.r.r..
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